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EXCISE TAXES
GENERAL OVERVIEW

 Imposed on specific (rather than general) sales, sometimes ad valorem
but more often based on volume

 Generally thought of as an attempt to internalize the externalities 
associated with consumption of a particular good or service, which 
cannot be adequately addressed by a general sales tax
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EXCISE TAXES
GENERAL OVERVIEW

 Frequently, though, excise tax rates have more to do with revenue 
targets than any accounting of external costs

 Excise taxes are often a declining source of revenue because the taxes 
themselves discourage consumption and favor substitutes
 Particularly true when excise taxes are levied in part to discourage or 

moderate consumption, e.g., cigarette taxes or soft drink taxes

 Even more significant when there’s an existing trend toward lower use
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EXCISE TAXES
GAS TAX

 At 21.8 cpg (including 0.3 cpg 
environmental assurance fee), 
Arkansas’ gas tax has the 40th-
highest rate nationwide. 

 In fiscal year 2015, 36.6 percent of 
state and local road spending was 
financed by gasoline and license 
taxes, 30th nationally. 

 Only 37 percent of state and local 
road spending is covered by 
gasoline and license taxes, plus 
tolls and other user fees, 42nd

nationally.
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EXCISE TAXES
GAS TAX

 The tax rate has not kept up with inflation. 
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EXCISE TAXES
ALCOHOL TAXES

 Wine: $0.75 / gallon

 Liquor: $2.50 / gallon
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EXCISE TAXES
ALCOHOL TAXES

 Beer: $ 0.23 / gallon
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EXCISE TAXES
CIGARETTE TAX

 At $1.15 / pack, Arkansas’ 
cigarette tax is the second-
highest in the region after 
Texas, and well higher than 
neighboring MO ($0.17), TN 
($0.62), or MS ($0.68)
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EXCISE TAXES
CIGARETTE TAX
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EXCISE TAXES
VAPOR TAXES
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EXCISE TAXES
MARIJUANA TAXES
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EXCISE TAXES
RECOMMENDATIONS

 Arkansas should consider raising the state’s gas tax to better fund 
transportation needs. 
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CONCLUSION

 Questions?

 Contact Information:
 Kaeding@Taxfoundation.org
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